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INTERSECTION COHOMOLOGY OF S'-ACTIONS

gilbert hector and martin SARALEGI

Abstract. Given a free action of the circle S1 on a differentiable manifold

M , there exists a long exact sequence that relates the cohomology of M with

the cohomology of the manifold M/S1 . This is the Gysin sequence. This result

is still valid if we allow the action to have stationary points.

In this paper we are concerned with actions where fixed points are allowed.

Here the quotient space M/S1 is no longer a manifold but a stratified pseu-

domanifold (in terms of Goresky and MacPherson). We get a similar Gysin

sequence where the cohomology of M/S1 is replaced by its intersection co-

homology. As in the free case, the connecting homomorphism is given by the

product with the Euler class [e]. Also, the vanishing of this class is related to

the triviality of the action. In this Gysin sequence we observe the phenomenon

of perversity shifting. This is due to the allowability degree of the Euler form.

Given a free action <P of the circle S1 on a manifold M there exists a long

exact sequence (the Gysin sequence) relating the cohomology of the manifolds

M and M/S1,

(*)       ->Hi(M)-^H'-x(B)^^Hl+x(B)-^Hi+x(M)^--- .

Here [e] £ H2(M/SX) denotes the Euler class of <I> and § the integration

along the fibers of the canonical projection n: M —> M/S1 . This result has

been extended to almost free actions in [7]. In this context, the orbit space is

not a manifold but a Sataké manifold.

If the manifold M is compact, the Euler class vanishes if and only if there

exists a locally trivial fibration T : M —> S1 whose fibers are transverse to the

orbits of <i> (see [7, 8]). Nevertheless, there are simple examples showing that

the above results are not true if we allow the action O to have fixed points.

In this work we construct a Gysin sequence for a generic action extending

(*). The first important remark is that the orbit space M/S1 is a singular

manifold (more exactly, a stratified pseudomanifold in the sense of [4]), pos-

sibly with boundary. Consequently, the intersection cohomology introduced

by Goresky and MacPherson in [4] appears as a natural cohomology theory to

study S1-actions. The main result of this work (Theorem 3.1.8) shows that for
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264 GILBERT HECTOR AND MARTIN SARALEGI

any perversity r = (0, 0, 0, r5, r¿, .,. ) there exists an exact sequence

-y H1 (M) i-> IHJ-X(M/SX, d(M/S1)) Ä IHÍ£((M - F4)/S')

^//,+1(M)^---

where § is the integration along the orbits of <P, r + 2 — (0, 1, 2, r5 + 2, r6 +

2,...), [e]£lHJ((M-F4)/Sx) is the Euler class of <D, d(M/Sx) is the bound-

ary of the orbit space and Ft c M is the union of the connected components

of codimension 4 of the fixed point set.

The vanishing of the Euler class [e] has also a geometrical interpretation.

We show that [e] = 0 is equivalent to the existence of a singular foliation,

in the sense of [11], whose restriction to M-{fixed points} is a locally trivial

fibration over S1, transverse to the orbits of the action G> (see Theorem 3.2.4).

In this case the codimension of the fixed point set is at most 2.

The main tool used here is a "blow-up" of the action <J> into a free action

O: S1 x M —► M. We know that the intersection cohomology of the orbit space

M/S1 can be calculated using a complex of differential forms of M/S1 (see

[9]). Then, we can apply the usual techniques for free actions in order to get

the Gysin sequence and the Euler class.
In § 1 we introduce the "blow-up" of the action <ï>. We recall in the second

section the notion of intersection differential form. Section 3 is devoted to the

proof of the main results of our work: the Gysin sequence and the geometrical

interpretation of the vanishing of the Euler class. In the Appendix we prove

some technical lemmas stated on previous sections.

In a coming paper we expect to extend this study to the action of a com-

pact Lie group and obtain a spectral sequence relating the cohomology of the

manifold, the intersection cohomology of the orbit space and the Lie algebra of

G.
The second author is grateful to the Department of Mathematics of the Uni-

versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for the hospitality provided during the

writing of this paper.
In this work all the manifolds are connected and smooth and "differentiable"

means "of class C°° ." The cohomology H*(X) (resp. the cohomology H*(X))

is the singular cohomology (resp. homology) of the space X with real coeffi-

cients.

1. Stratifications and unfoldings

Let <P: S1 x M -> M be an effective differentiable action of the circle S1 on

an w-dimensional manifold M. This action induces on M a natural struc-

ture of stratified pseudomanifold, invariant by S1. In this section we study

this structure and we construct an unfolding of M (see [9]), invariant by S1.

Finally, we show the orbit space M/S1 inherits a similar structure in a natural

way.

1.1. Stratification and unfolding of M. The stratification of M comes from

the classification of the points of M according to their isotropy subgroups.

Since the stratified pseudomanifold M is a stratified space (see [ 13]) it possesses

an unfolding (see [1 and 10]). We recall in this paragraph these notions.
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1.1.1. Definitions (see [2]). Let O: GxM -»Man action of a closed subgroup

GcS1. We will write <!>(g, x) = Og(x) = g • x. Throughout this paper every

action will be supposed to be effective, that is, each (¡>g is different from the
identity, for g ^ e. The map n: M —> M/G is the canonical projection onto

the orbit space M/G.

Consider on M the equivalence relation ~ defined by x ~ y iff Gx = Gy ,

where Gz denotes the isotropy subgroup {g £ G/g • z = z} of a point z £ M.

The connected components of the equivalence classes of this relation are the

strata of M, which are proper submanifolds of M. For each stratum S we

will write G$ the isotropy subgroup of any point of S. There are three types

of strata: regular stratum (if Gs = {identity element e }), fixed stratum (if

Gs = G) and exceptional stratum (if Gs ^ {e}, G). The projection n : S —► n(S)

is a principal fibration with fiber G/Gs ■ The union of regular strata is an open

dense subset of M (see [2, p. 179]).
We will write MG the fixed point set of M. The action is said to be a

free action (resp. almost free action) if the strata of O are regular strata (resp.

regular or exceptional strata).
Since in this section it will be necessary to deal with actions of S1 and with

the induced actions on the links S', we introduce the notion of good action

which includes both. The action <I> : G x M —> M will be said a good action if

G - S1 or M = S1 and G is a finite abelian subgroup of SO(l + 1). Notice
that in this case we have the relation 0(G x S) c 5 for each stratum S.

Throughout this section we will suppose that <I> is a good action. In order to

describe the stratification and the unfolding of M we need to recall some facts

about the local structure of the action Q>.

1.1.2. Local structure of M (see [2, p. 306]). Each stratum S possesses a

tubular neighborhood JVS = (¿T, x, S, Dl+X) satisfying:

(i)  y is an open neighborhood of S,

(ii)   x: 3~ -> S is a locally trivial fibration with fiber the open disk Dl+X

and 0(l + 1) as structural group,
(iii) the restriction of x to S is the identity,
(iv)   x is equivariant (or G-equivariant), that is, x(g -y) = g • x(y),

(v) there exist an orientable orthogonal action T5 : Gs x S' —» S' and an

atlas sé = {(U, (p)} such that tp: x~x(U) —> U x Dl+X is GVequivariant, that

is,

<p(g • x) = (x(x), [g-9, r])

for each g £ Gs and x = q>~x(x(x), [9, r]) £ x~x(U). Here we have identified

D'+x with the cone cSl = S' x [0, 1[/S' x {0} and written [9, r] an element

of the cone cS1.

Notice that the action ^ is a good action without fixed points. The chart

(U, <p) of (v) will be said a distinguished chart of the tubular neighborhood

1.1.3. Stratification of M. For each integer / we put M, the union of strata

S of M with dim S < i. This defines a filtration of M by closed subsets:

M = Mm D Mm_ 1 D • • • D Mi D M0 D M_ 1 =0.
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If the subset Mm_i - Mm_2 is not empty then it is a submanifold, not

necessarily connected, of codimension 1. The group Gs acts trivially on S c

Mm_i-MOT_2 and each g £ Gs acts transversally by the antipodal map. This is

impossible because the action <ï> is a good action. Therefore the above filtration

becomes

M = Mm D Mm_i = Mm_2 = Xa/ D • • • D Mi D M0 D M_, = 0.

For the definition of a stratified pseudomanifold we refer a reader to [5]. A

stratified pseudomanifold is said to be differentiable if the strata are differen-

tiable manifolds.

Proposition 1.1.4. The above filtration endows M with a structure of differen-

tiable stratified pseudomanifold.

Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of M. For dim M = 0 the

proposition is obvious. Suppose that the statement holds for each manifold with

dimension strictly smaller than that of M. We first check the local structure

near a stratum S of M.

Let (U, <p) and *¥s be as in §1.1.2(v). By induction hypothesis the sphere

S' is a stratified pseudomanifold with the structure induced by the action ^ .

We show that tp sends diffeomorphically the strata of x~x(U) to the strata of

U x cS'.
Since the isotropy subgroup of any point in x~x(U) is included in Gs , the

map (p induces a diffeomorphism between x~x(U) n (M}■■ — My_i) and

' 0 if j < m - I - 2,

i   U x {vertex} if j - m - I - I,

, c/x{(S/)J+/-m-(S/);+/-m-1}x]0, 1[   if j>m-I,

where S' = (S7)/ D (S')/-i = (S')/-2 D ••• D (S')o 3 0 is the stratification

induced by T5.
If the stratum S is not regular we have x~x(U)n (M - Mw_2) s Í/ x {S' -

(S/)/-2}x ]0, 1[, which by induction hypothesis is a dense open subset of U x

cS1. Hence the open set M - Mw_2 is a dense subset of M.    4

Remark that the trace on x~x(U) of the stratification defined by G, is the

same as the stratification defined by Gs ■ The open M - Mm_2 is the union of

regular strata.

An isomorphism between two differentiable stratified pseudomanifolds is a

homeomorphism whose restriction to the strata is a diffeomorphism. In partic-

ular, the map tp is an isomorphism.

The length of M is the integer len(M) satisfying Mm_ien(A/) ̂  Mm-ien(M)-i

= 0 . For example, len(M) > len(S'). Notice that the action is free if and only

if len(M) = 0.

1.1.5. Equivariant unfolding. If the action O is free, an equivariant unfolding

of M is just an equivariant trivial differentiable finite covering. In the general

case, an equivariant unfolding of M is given by

( 1 ) a manifold M supporting a free action of G,

(2) a continuous equivariant map J^m : M —> M such that the restriction to

M -=S^"'(Zm) is a finite trivial differentiable covering, and
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(3) for each Xo £ S, S stratum nonregular, and for each xo £ J?M x(xo) the

following diagram commutes

& —*—» C/xS'x[-l, 1[

—2-» í/xd

where

(i)   ^ c M and ^ c M are G^-invariant neighborhoods of xo and xo
respectively,

(ii)   (U, <p) is a distinguished chart of a tubular neighborhood of S,

(iii)   tp is a GVequivariant diffeomorphism, and

(iv)   F(x, 9, r) = (x, [5fs,(9), \r\]) for a GVequivariant unfolding ¿fs, : S<

Remark that for each stratum S the restriction ¿z?M : 2?^ ' (S) —► S isa

submersion. The map S'm : ^ —> ̂ is a GVequivariant unfolding.

Since the construction of an equivariant unfolding is a technical point without

influence for the rest of the work, the proof of the following statement can be

found in the Appendix.

Proposition 1.1.6. For every good action O: G x M —> M there exists an equi-

variant unfolding of M.

1.2. Stratification and unfolding of B. Now, we show how the stratification

and the unfolding of M induce a stratification and an unfolding in the orbit

space B = M/G, by means of the canonical projection n: M —> B. To this
end, we study the local structure of B .

1.2.1. Local structure of B. For each stratum S of M, the image n(¡T)

is a neighborhood of n(S) (see §1.1.2). The map p: n(^) —» n(S) given

by p(n(x)) = nx(x) is well defined. We are going to show that y^s/Gs =

(n(F), p, n(S), D/+1/G5) is a tubular neighborhood of n(S) in B .

Lemma 1.2.2. The map p: n(!T) —> n(S) is a submersion.

Proof. Let yo be a point of n(S). We choose a distinguished chart (U, <p) of
JV"s such that:

(1) V = n(U) is a neighborhood of y0 , and
(2) there exists a differentiable section o of n : U —► V .

Thus, if x is a point of U there exists g £ G with g ■ x £ a(V). The

element g is not unique, but g' • x £ o(V) implies g~xg' £ Gs , then n(U) -

na(V) = o(V)/Gs- Because x is equivariant we get 7tt_1 (Í7) = nx~xo(V) —

x~xo(V)/Gs . Since the restriction <p: x~xo(V) —> a(V) x cS1 is an equivariant

diffeomorphism we obtain the commutative diagram

x~xa(V) —^-^    o(V) xcS1

n

(V)   -JL- Vxc(Sf,
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where p: S' —> S /Gs is the canonical projection and

U(y,[9,r]) = (n(y),[p(9),r]).

Finally, the homeomorphism y/ satisfies prF y/n(x) = nx(x) = pn(x), where

prK: V x c(Sl/Gs) —► V is the canonical projection.    £

The family 38 = {(V, y/)} previously constructed is an atlas of ^s/gs • Each

(V, y/) will be said a distinguished chart of ./%gs • ln order to simplify some

calculations, we shall suppose that each F is a cube, that is, it is diffeomorphic

to a product of intervals.

1.2.3. We have already seen that the family {n(S)/S stratum of M} is a par-

tition of B in submanifolds, called strata of B . This leads us to the filtration

•■■DBjD Bj_i D ■ ■ ■ D B0 D 5_i = 0 ,

where each B¡ is the union of the strata of B with dimension less than or

equal to j. This filtration enjoys the following three properties:

(a) B — B„ , where n = ra-dim G,
(b) B - Bn-i is a dense open set, and

(c) ß„_! - ß„_2 = U n({strata of codimension 2 with Gs = S1}).

In order to prove (a) consider a regular stratum S. The projection n : S —>

n(S) is a G-principal bundle and hence dim n(S) = m-dim G. Let S be a

stratum of Mm_2. Consider (U, tp) a distinguished chart of Jis . The density

of M - Mm_2 implies the existence of a m-dimensional stratum R of M

satisfying x~x(U) (1 R ^ 0. There exists a stratum ¿% of S' (for the action

*F5) verifying (p(x~x(U) n R) = U x 3?x]0, l[. Hence, dim^S) = dim U <

dim R = m-dim G, and therefore B = Bn.
Property (b) is proved in a similar way.

Finally, if n(S) is a stratum of dimension n - 1, we get from the previous

diagram dim(S'/Gs) = 0. Thus Gs = S' and / = 1 .
For the definition of stratified pseudomanifold with boundary we refer the

reader to [4].

Proposition 1.2.4. The filtration B = Bn d 5„_2 = IB D £„_3 D • •• D B0 D
5_i = 0, endows B with a differentiable stratified pseudomanifold structure,

possibly with boundary.

Proof. Assume that the statement is true for any good action of length smaller

than len(M). The boundary dB = \J{n(S) strata of B/Gs = S1 and dim S =
m - 2} is a manifold. According to §1.2.2, dB possesses a neighborhood A

diffeomorphic to the product B x [0, 1[. It remains to show that B - dB is

a stratified pseudomanifold. We need to check the local behavior of the above

filtration.
Let n(S) be a stratum of B - dB and (V, yi) £ 3§ a chart. According to

§1.2.2, for each stratum n(So) ^ n(S) of B meeting p~x(V) there exists a

stratum <r0 of S' such that the diagram

T-'(7(K)nSo     —2—>   CT(F)X(7oX]0,  1[

n 7rxpx identity

p~x(V)nn(S0) —2— Fx/7(a0)x]0, 1[
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commutes. By induction, the quotient S'/G$ is a stratified pseudomanifold,

with strictly positive dimension and without boundary (see §1.2.3(c)). Finally,

since n and p are submersions and (p is a diffeomorphism we get that y/

is a diffeomorphism. Analogously we show that y/ sends diffeomorphically
p~lC\n(S) to V. Moreover yi is an isomorphism.      A

1.2.5. Unfolding of B. We recall the definition of unfolding of a stratified
pseudomanifold given in [9]. For the case len(M) = 0 an unfolding of B is

a finite trivial covering. Assume len(M) > 0. An unfolding of B is a contin-

uous map SPb from a manifold B to B, such that the restriction ¿fB: B -

^¿~1(Lb) —> B -Lb is a diffeomorphism in each component and the following

condition holds:
For each yo 6 n(S), S nonregular stratum, and for each yo £ J2^~'(yo)

there exists a commutative diagram

T

(2)

where:

S>*

T

VxS'/Gsx]-l, 1[

V x c(S!/Gs)

(i) y c B and "V c B are neighborhoods of yo and yo respectively,

(ii) (V, y/) £38 is a distinguished chart of a tubular neighborhood of

S/Gs,
(iii) yr is a diffeomorphism, and

(iv)   R(x,C,r) = (x, [^IGs(Q, \r\]), for an unfolding 2yIG¡¡: ^Gs -

S'/Gs.

Remark that for each stratum S of M the restriction ¿fB: J2?¿~x(S/Gs) -*

S/Gs is a submersion. The existence of equivariant unfoldings for M implies

the existence of unfoldings for B .

Proposition 1.2.6. For every good action O: G x M —> M there exists a commu-

tative diagram

M

(3) S'm

M

B

--'k

R

where

(a) ñ: M —► B is a principal fibration,

(b) S?m : M —> M /5 a« equivariant unfolding of M, and
(c) .Sß ¿s a« unfolding of B.

Proof. See Appendix.    A

2. Differential forms

The aim of this section is to recall the notion of intersection differential forms
(see [9]). We also establish a first relation between the intersection differential

forms of M and those of B.
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From now on we will suppose G = S1 . We will write %m = Mm_2 and

Zg = Bn_2 the singular parts of M and B respectively. We fix two unfoldings

=2a/: M ^> M and =2^: B —> B satisfying §1.2.6. By q — (q2, ... , qm) we
denote a perversity, that is #2 = 0 and qk < qk+i < qk + 1 (see [4]).

2.1. Intersection differential forms. The intersection cohomology of M and

B can be calculated with a complex of differential forms on M-"LM and 5-Zs

respectively. This corresponds to the complex of intersection differential forms

(see [9]), which we recall now.

2.1.1. A differential form co on M-Za/ (resp. B -Zß) is liftable if there exists

a differential form to on M (resp. B), called the lifting of co, coinciding with

-2£ea on ^X(M-1M) (resp. &¿m on ^"'(ß-Zß)). By density this form

is unique.

If the forms co and n are liftable then the forms co + n, coAn and da> are

liftable, and we have the following relations:

co + n - co + fj,        co~/\n = co Afj,    and   dco = deb.

Hence, the family of liftable differential forms is a differential subcomplex of

the De Rham complex of M (resp. B).

2.1.2. Cartan's filtration. Let k: N —► C be a submersion with A and C

manifolds. For each differential form co ^ 0 on A we define the perverse

degree of co, written \\co\\c , as the smallest integer k verifying

(4) If ¿¡o, ... , ¿¡k are vectorfields on A tangents to the fibers of k then

ko'"kkœ — 0- Here iç denotes the interior product by £/. We will write

||0||c = -oo. For each 'k > 0 we let FkQ*N = {co £ Q*(A)/||w||c < k and

¡I dco\\c < k}. This is the Cartan's filtration of k (see [3]).
Notice that for a, ß € Q*(A) we have the following relations

(5)        ||a + /?||c<max(||a||c,||/?||c)    and    \\a A ß\\c < \\a\\c + \\ß\\c •

2.1.3. The allowability condition is written in terms of the Cartan's filtration

of the submersions S'm : ^x (S) -» S and SfB: 5?B~l(s/Gs) — S/Gs, where
S is a stratum of M.

A liftable form co on M - Z^ is a q-intersection differential form if for

each stratum 5" included in I.M the restriction of co to .¿^"'(S) belongs to

Analogously, a liftable form co on 5-Zß isa q-intersection differential form

if for each stratum «S/Gs included in Zß the restriction of co to ^B~x(S/Gs)

belongs to F„.il*   ,._,_ . , where /: is the codimension of S7Gs .

We shall write <%-*(M) (resp. ¿^(B)) the complex of ^-intersection dif-

ferential forms. It is a differential subcomplex of the De Rham complex of

M (resp. B), but it is not always an algebra. It coincides with Q*(M) (resp.

Q.*(B)) if the action <t> is free.

We show in [9] that the complex of ^-intersection differential forms computes

the intersection cohomology. In fact we have the isomorphisms

•   H*(3rq(M))^IHp(M)^H*(M)^H*(M),

.   H*(^q(B))^IHp(B),

F9tQ*    i     , where k is the codimension of S.
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•  H*(^q(B,dB))^IHP(B,dB).
Here p denotes the complementary perversity of q (see [4]) and 3£q(B, dB)

the complex of differential forms of 3£q(B)  which vanish on 9ß.   In or-

der to make uniform the notations, we will write:   H*(5?q(M)) = IH^(M),

H*(3ífq(B)) = IHi(B), and H*(3?q(B, dB)) = IH±(B, dB).

2.1 A. An important tool, used in §3 to get the Gysin sequence, is the study of

the relationship between the degrees defining the Cartan's filtration on M and
B. A first step in this direction is given by

(6) lirais = WnWsiGs

where S is a stratum of ZM and n is a differential form on Jîffx (S/Gs) ■ If

the action <I> has not fixed points, then the codimensions of S and S/Gs are

the same. Therefore, the equality (6) implies

co £ JÇ(B) *> n*co £ 5fq*(M).

In this case the map n* : IH^(B) -> H*(M) is well defined.

In order to prove (6) it suffices to remark that in the followings commutative

diagram

&¿\S) -*-> S?B-X(S/GS)

S       —ï-+       S/Gs

the restriction of ñ to the fibers of S'm is a submersion onto the fibers of SCb ■

2.2. Invariant forms. It is well known that the De Rham cohomology of a

manifold supporting an action of G is calculated by the complex of differen-

tial forms invariant by the action. The same phenomenon happens when the

intersection cohomology is involved.

2.2.1. A differential form co on M - Y.M is called invariant under the action

of G if it satisfies 4>* co — co for each g £ G. The invariant differential forms

are a subalgebra of Q.*(M - ~LM), which will be denoted by IQ.*(M - Z^). It
is shown in [6] that the inclusion /Q*(M - Z^) ^-> Q*(M - Z^) induces an

isomorphism in cohomology.

The following lemmas are devoted to prove that the operators used in [6] send

the liftable differential forms to themselves. This will prove that the inclusion

I3q(M) = IQ*(M - ZM) C\3t£(M) <-* 3?q*(M) induces an isomorphism in

cohomology.

Lemma 2.2.2. Consider Q>: G x M -+ M and <P': G x M' -> M' two actions
and f:M—>M' an equivariant differentiable map. Suppose there exists an

equivariant differentiable map f: M —> M' with S'm'I = /-Sa/ • If Gx — G/(x)
for each x £ M, then the map f* sends Jf^(M') to ^*(M).

Proof. For each form co £JÇ(M') the lifting of f*co is f*co because 5f^f*co

= f*J2fM'a> on M-^^^Zm) . Furthermore, for each stratum 5 of Zw there

exists a stratum S' of Za/<  with f(S) c S'. This gives us the commutative
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^m\S)'M

-Ai

^M'iS')

S'

Therefore ||/*(y||«j< < ||<y||<?, which implies /*(Fftn*_,(S()) C FqkQ.*^_l{S) and

then f*K±(M')cK±(M).    *

For each manifold A, we will consider on the product N x M the action

G defined by g • (x, y) = (x, g -y) and the equivariant unfolding -S/Vxa/ =

identity x £?M : N x M —► N x M. We shall write 7r# : A x M -» A the canonical

projection.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let A be a differential form on N with compact support. Then,

co £ jq(N x M) =» I co A n*NA £ J^*(M)

where §N denotes the integration along the fibers of n^ ■

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2.2 to the following commutative diagram

AxM -**— M

-Snxm S'u

AxM
"V

M
where n^ is the canonical projection. We get that n*NA belongs to Ji-^(NxM)

The result follows by noticing that the A-factor is tangent to the strata.    £

Lemma 2.2.4.
co £ J^(M) => <D*co £3T-*(Gx M).

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2.2 to the commutative diagram

3>
GxM

GxM

M

Ss,

<J>
M

where <I> is the action of G on M (see §1.1.6).    6

Lemma 2.2.5. Let H: N x[0, 1] x M —> N x M be a differentiable map defined
by H(x,t,y) = (H0(x,t),y). Then

co £ JÇ(N xM)^hto£ ,yÇ(N x M),

where hco(x, y) = J0\h*co)(x, t, y)(d/dt)dt.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

Ax[0, l]xM — '

N X [0 . 11 x M

AxM

-A

Ax [0, 1] x M AxM
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where H(x, t, y) = (H0(x, t), y). Using §2.2.2 we deduce that H*co belongs

to 3££iN x [0, 1] x M). Now, since the [0, l]-factor is tangent to the strata,

we get that hco belongs to 3£?(N x M).    £

The operators used in [6] to show that the inclusion

IQ*(M - 1M) <-> Q*(JW - Za/)

induces an isomorphism in cohomology are composition of operators of type

§§2.2.3, 2.2.4, and 2.2.5. Therefore we get

Proposition 2.2.6. The inclusion IJÍ-*(M) <-» Ji^(M) induces an isomorphism

in cohomology.

2.3. Decomposition of invariant forms. In the case of a free action, each in-

variant form on M is written in terms of the differential forms on the orbit

space B and the fiber G. We extend this decomposition to the case of nonfree

actions. First we need some definitions.

2.3.1. The fundamental vectorfield X of (¡> is defined by the relation X(x) =

FeOx(l), where Q>x(g) = g -x. This vectorfield is invariant by the action of G

and tangent to their orbits. In particular, it vanishes on the set of fixed points.

Since S'm is equivariant then the fundamental vectorfield X and Ô and X

are (Sr?M)*-related. That is, (S?M)*X = Xo2'M.

We define the fundamentalforms x and % by x = ß(X > ) and x = fi(X, ),

where p and p are two riemannian metrics on M - Zm and M respectively.

These forms depend on the choice of p and p. Improving the properties of

p and p we will have richer fundamental forms.

Lemma 2.3.2. There exist two riemannian metrics p and p, on M -2ZM and

M respectively, satisfying:

(a) p and p are invariant,

(b) 5%ji = p on M- 5?mXÇLm) , _

(c) p(X, Ç) = 0 for each vectorfield Ç on M tangent to the fibers of ¿¿m'-

¿¿?mX(S) —> S, where S is an exceptional stratum of M, and

(d) for each fixed stratum S there exists a Gs-equivariant riemannian metric

J£ on Sl such that the structural group of S^m' -^'(.S) —> S can be reduced

to the group ofisometries of (S1, Jf).

Proof. See Appendix.    A

2.3.3. A riemannian metric p on M-*LM is said to be a good metric of M if

there exists p. satisfying the previous conditions (a), (b), (c) and (d). From now

on we fix a good metric p of M. The following properties of the fundamental

forms associated to p and ¡i arise directly from the preceding lemma.

(i) The Lie derivatives Lxx and L~% are 0.

(ii)   x(X) = h ^ 0 (and we will suppose h — I).

(iii)   \\x\\s = 0 if S is an exceptional stratum.

(iy)   \\x\\s =1 if 5 is a fixed stratum.
(v) For each fixed stratum S we have (p*Xs' — X on tne fibers of S?m'-

S¿?mX(S) —> S. Here x^i denotes the fundamental form associated to (S', .£)

and (cp, U) is a distinguished chart.
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2.3.4. For each co £ I£l*(M-Y.M) there exist two forms coi , co2 £ Q*(B-I,b)

such that
co = n*coi + x A n*co2.

The forms coi and co2 are unique, in fact n*coi — ixco and n*co2 = co - x A

ixco. The above expression will be called the decomposition of co.

Analogously, for each n £ Iil*(M) there exist two unique forms nx, n2 £

Q*(B) suchthat
1 = ñ*tn +X>\ñ*n2.

This expression is called the decomposition of n .

If co is liftable we get the following relation between the two decompositions:

co = oj~i + x A Cù2.

The relation between the perverse degree of n, nx , and n2 is the following.

Proposition 2.3.5. For each form n£Q*(M) and for each stratum S of M, we

get

\\n\\s = max(\\ni\\s/Gs, \\x\\s + \\m\\s/Gs)-

Proof. By (5) and (6) it suffices to show that

||r7||5>max(||f7i||s/Gs, ||jf||s +||^2||s/gs).

We distinguish two cases.

• S is an exceptional stratum. Fix k > 0. The condition (4) on n is

equivalent to z'io • • ■ i^kn*r\i = iio ■ ■ ■ i¡tñ*n2 = 0 for each family {¿0, ... , £,k}

of vectorfields tangent to the fibers of S?m'- ̂ mX(S) -» S (see §2.3.2(c)).

From (3) this condition is equivalent to iio ■ ■ ■ iik r¡i = iç0 ■ ■ ■ i¿k n2 = 0 for each

family {¿io ,■••,& } of vectorfields tangent to the fibers of Jz% : J¿fB~x(S/Gs) -*

S/Gs , which holds if and only if k > max(\\ni\\S/Gs, Wl2\\s/Gs) ■ Thus \\n\\s >

max(||f7,||s/Gs, Hills + ||ffe||s/G5) (see §2.3.3(iii)).

• S is a fixed stratum. Fix k > 0. Since X is tangent to the fibers

of S?M\ S?^(S) —> S, condition (4) on n becomes iio ■■ ■ izkñ*ni = 0 and

i^--- iikíñ*n2 = 0 for each family {^o,--->^fc} of vectorfields tangent to the

fibers of &M: &¿liS) -> S.
Now we proceed as above taking into account that \\x\\s = I (see §2.3.3(iv)).

The form ixdx vanishes identically. Thus, the decomposition of dx is
reduced to dx = n*e for a form e £ Q.2(B -2ZB), called the Euler form of <I>

(we will also write eß). Remark that e is a cycle. The Euler form ë of O is

the lifting of e .

Proposition 2.3.6. For each stratum S of M we get

\2 ifScMslanddimS<m-2,
\\e\\s/Gs = { n     ,,

[ -oo, 0   otherwise.

Proof. We distinguish two cases.

• S is an exceptional stratum. Since X is orthogonal to the fibers of

S?M : J2?~x(S) -> S then dx(£,, •) = jf(fê, •]) = 0 for each unitary vectorfield {

tangent to the mentioned fibers. Hence we get ||e||.s/Gs = Il ̂ jf Ils < 0 (see (6)).
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Remark that if <I> is almost free, then e £ SÚ(B).

• S is a fixed stratum. Each fiber F of S^m' -2^7 X(S) —► S is equivariantly

isometric to (S', J[) endowed with the free action ¥5 . The restriction x\f

becomes the fundamental form y of T5. Then, we get the decomposition

(7) ë = êi+ h

where the restriction t\\F is the Euler form e of 4*$ and i2\F vanishes iden-
tically.

If / > 1 we claim that the Euler form ë £ Q2(Sl/Gs) is not zero; in this

case the restriction ë\F does not vanish identically and therefore the perverse

degree ||e||,s/Gs is 2. In order to prove the claim it suffices to verify that [e] £

IHl(Sl/Gs) is nonzero. Suppose that there exists y £ JZ-x(Sl/Gs) with dy =

e. Thus, the differential form Xs> ~ P*ï is a cvcle °f ^(S'), where Xs1

is the fundamental form of 4V Since IHl(Sl) * Hl(Sl) = 0 there exists

/ £ ^-°(S') with df = fa - P*y ■ We have arrived at a contradiction because

/: S' -> R is a differentiable map, df ^ 0 (df (fundamental vectorfield of

4*5) = 1) and S' is compact.

If / = 1 the dimension of S' is 1. Since ë\p is a two form, it vanishes

identically. Therefore ||è||s/Gs < 0.    A

Corollary 2.3.7. If the action <I> has no fixed points, then for each liftable form

co £Íl*(M -Zm) we have

(8) CO£jq(M)^COi,C02£jÇ(B).

Proof. The decomposition of deb is given by: (dco)i = dcoi + ê A cb2 and

(dco)2 = -dco2. For each stratum S of M we get max(||¿j||s, ||í/d)||s) =

max(||â>i||s/Gs » II^2||s/gs , Il dcoi + ë A cb2\\S/Gs, Il dco2\\s/Gs) • Moreover, since

\\ë A cb2\\s/Gs < Wñs/Gs + p2||s/Gs < II«2||s/gs we obtain the relation

max(||ö|U, \\dcb\\s) = max(\\coi\\s/Gs, \\cb2\\S/Gs, \\dcoi\\S/Gs, \\dcb2\\s/Gs).

Notice that the codimension of S in M is the codimension of S/Gs in B.

Thus

co £ F9kCT  ,(S) &cbi,cb2£ FqkÇl*^(S/Gs),
M B

from which the result holds.    X

2.3.8. Euler class. We write F4 the union of 4-codimensional connected com-

ponents of MG, and also its image by n. Proposition 2.3.6 shows thatthe

restriction of the Euler form e to B - F4 belongs to M^(B - F4), where 2 is

the perversity (0,1,2,2,...). The class [e] e IHUB - F4) is the Euler class

of <P. Notice that the Euler class [ë] of Ö belongs to H2(B).

3. GySIN SEQUENCE

In this section we establish the Gysin sequence that relates the cohomology

of M and the intersection cohomology of B. We also give a geometrical

interpretation of the vanishing of the Euler class. Recall that G denotes the

unitary circle S1 .
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3.1. Integration along the fibers. Differential forms on M - 1M and differ-

ential forms on B -~LB are related by the integration § along the fibers of the

projection n . The Gysin sequence obtained here arises from the study of this

integration §.

3.1.1. For each differential form co £ Q*(M - Za/) we define § co = co2, the

integration along the fibers of n .  The form § co belongs to Q,*~X(B - Zfl).

Notice that for each a, ß £ £2*(ß-Zß) we have §n*a = 0 and § xAn*ß = ß .

If the action O is free, the above relations show that the short sequence

o -► a*(B) ̂ u q*(m) -^ n*-x(B) -» o

is exact. The associated long exact sequence

(9)        ->/F(M) -i— H'~X(B) -^-L Hi+X(B) -^ H'+X(M) -» •••

is the Gysin sequence of the free action <P (see [6]).

If the action 3> is almost free the relation (8) shows that the integration §

defines a short exact sequence

SO^JÇ(B) -ï-* I3Ç(M) -i-» jq~x(B) -. 0.

Since M and ß are homological manifolds, the associated long exact sequence

is in fact (9) (see Proposition 2.2.6 and [4, §6.4]), which has been proved already

in [7].

If fixed points appear, the above relation (9) is no longer true (see §3.1.10(1)).

The Gysin sequence of 4> arises from the study of the short exact sequence

(10) O^Ker^ ^IJÇ(M)-Llm¿ -0,

where i is the inclusion. The crucial point is to compare Ker/ and Im^ with

J?-*(B). We will observe a shift in the perversities involved; this is due to the

fact that for each fixed stratum S we have

(1) codimension of S in M = (codimension of S/Gs in B) + 1 ,
(3) ||*|U=l,and
(3) Plls/Gs = 2 (except for the case dim S = m - 2).

This led us to consider the following perversities:

r = (r2,r3,r4,r5,...) with r2 = r3 = r4 = 0,

r + 2 = (0, 1, 2, r5 + 2, r6 + 2, ... ), and
q = (0, 1,2,2,r5 + 2,r6 + 2,...).

We begin recalling Propositions 3.2.3 and 3.3.2 of [8].

Proposition 3.1.2. Let A be an unfoldable pseudomanifold (possibly with bound-

ary). Fix i =]- e, e[ an interval of R. The maps pr: / x (A - I.A) -» A - Z,4

and J: A -I.A —* I x (A - zZA), defined respectively by pv(t, a) = a and
J(a) = (to, a), for a fixed to £ I, induce the quasi-isomorphisms:

pr*:5f-*(A) ̂ 5Ç(I x A)   and   J*: J%*(I x A) -> J%*(A).

Proof (sketch). Consider pr: xA-^A and J : A —> IxA defined by pr(/, a) =

ä and J(a) - (to, à). The two operators pr* and J* are well defined be-

cause, for each stratum S of A, we have  ||pr*w = pr*à>||/xs < \\ü>\\s and
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\\J*n = J*r)\\s < ||r7||/xs, for any liftable form co £ Çl*(A - 2ZA) and n £

Q,*(I x (A - Z^)). In fact, these two operators are homotopic; a homotopy

operator is given by Hn = J~ n . This comes from the following facts:

• Hjl = J~ fj (on I x Ä),

• \\Hn\\IxS< ll^ll/xs, and
• dHn-Hdn = (-l)i-i(n-pr*J*r]),

where n £ Q'(I x (A - 1,A)) is a liftable form.      £

Proposition 3.1.3. Let A bean n-dimensionalcompact unfoldablepseudomani-

fold. Then
( H<(3T*(A))   ifi<qn+\,

H'(3Ç(cA))^\ n      * .,.
10 ifi> qn+i,

where the isomorphism is induced by the canonical projection pr: (A - ZA)x

]0,l[-+(A-ïA).

Proof (sketch). The complex 3Ç(cA) is naturally isomorphic (by restriction)

to the subcomplex C* of ^-* (A x ] -1, 1 [ ) made up of the forms n satisfying:

(a) n = 0 on (A - Z) x {0} if (degree of n) > qn+i ,

(b) dn = 0 on (A-l) x {0} if (degree of n) = qn+i, and
(c) o*n = n on (A-I.A)x(]-l, l[-{0}) where o:Ax]-l, l[-*Ax]-l, 1[

is defined by a(a, t) = a(a, -t).
With the notations of the above proposition (for e = 1 and to = 0), we get:

px*(3q(A)) c C<, for i < qn+i ; px*(3Z{(A) n d~x{0}) C C , for i = qn+i ;

J*C = {0}, for i > qn+i and H(C*) c C*. The same procedure used in

§3.1.2 finishes the proof.    A

3.1.4. Kernel of §. The elements of Ker/ are the differential forms n*co

verifying

(i) co £ Q.*(B - ZB)      is a liftable form,
(ii) co £ FqkÇï*   ¡ for each exceptional stratum S with dimS =

n - k and for each fixed stratum S with dim S =

n - k < n - 4,
(iii) co £ F2Q*   ¡ for each fixed stratum S with dim S = n - 4, and

-¿B   (S/Gs)

(iv) co £ F0Q* _,,„,„ .    for each fixed stratum S with dim S = n - 2.
.Yg    (S/Gs)

(See (6).) The last two conditions are always fulfilled. In fact, the dimension

of the fibers of S?B: ̂ B~{(S/GS) -► S/Gs are 2 and 0 respectively.

Proposition 3.1.5. The map n*: IH^-(B-F4) —> H*(K.erf) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Consider 31* (B) the subcomplex of C1*(B - Zß) made up of the dif-
ferential forms satisfying (i) and (ii). This complex is isomorphic to Ker^ by

n*. The relations q < r + 2 and qk < rk_{ + 2, for k > 6, imply that the
restriction 31* (B) -> Jt^-JJJ - F4) is well defined. Now, it suffices to show

that this restriction induces an isomorphism in cohomology. First of all notice

that for each stratum S the space S'/G$ is a homological manifold. We have

several possibilities:

(1) B = Vxc(S'/Gs) and Gs ¿ S1 . We have F4 = 0 and 3*(B) =.W-*(B).

The result comes from the fact that B is a homological manifold (see [4, §6.4]).
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(2) B = V x c(Sl/Gs), Gs = S1, and / > 3. We have F4 = 0, the local

calculations of the intersection cohomology give IHÍ—(B) = IHJ—(S'/Gs) if

j < r, + 2, and IHL^(B) s 0 otherwise.

On the other hand, the operators used in §§3.1.2 and 3.1.3 preserve the Car-

tan's filtration. Following the same procedure used there, we get:

H*(3(B)) s H* Í3(c(Sl/Gs)) 3 H* ico £ J^((S'/Gs)x] - 1, 1[)

such that

(a) co s 0        on (S'/G5 - zZs,/Gs) x {0} if ; > qM = r, + 2,

(b) dco = 0     on (S'/Gs - Zs,/Gj) x {0} if ; = qM =rt + 2, and

(c)o*co = œ   on (S'/Gs-Zs,/Gs)x{0}

S H*({œ £ JtLJ(S'/Gs)/co = 0ifj>r¡ + 2, and dco s 0 if j = r¡ + 2}),

which is isomorphic to IH±—(B).

(3) B = V x c(S'/Gs) ', Gs = S1, and / = 3. We have ^^(B - F4) =

3Í^-Jy x (S3/Gs)x ]0, 1[). The local calculations of the intersection cohomol-

ogy show IH^(B - F4) s H*(S3/GS).

Using the same procedure as before, we get

H*(3(B))^H*(3(c(S3/Gs)))

S H* ({co £ ^q*((Si/Gs)x] - 1, [ )/o*co - co})

^H*(S3/GS).

(4) B = V x c(S'/Gs), Gs = S1 , and / = 1 . We have ZB = 0 and therefore

3*(B) = 3P^ß) = {liftable forms of Cl*(B)}.

(5) General case. The space B possesses a cover by open sets W = {W}

and every W satisfies one of the previous conditions. We finish the proof if

we construct a subordinated partition of unity {/} such that

(11)   co£jf-*(B-F4)    (resp. 3*(B)) ^ fco £ Jf-*(B - F4)    (resp. 3*(B)).

To this end, take {/} a partition of unity made up of controlled functions (see

[13]). It is easy to check that each function / is a liftable one (see [8, §4.1.5]).

Since the lifting / is constant on the fibers of each 2CB'- -^"'(S/Gs) -» S/Gs

we get ||/ \\S/Gs = || df\\s,Gs < 0. Therefore (11) holds.      *

3.1.6. Image of §. Recall that for a liftable differential form co = n*a + x A

n*ß on 7Q*(M-Za/) the perverse degrees ||<w||s and || dcb\\s, where S is a

stratum of Za/ , are calculated by

\\co\\s = max(\\a\\s/Gs,\\x\\s + \\ß\\s/G!i)

and

|| rföHs = maxfll dä + eA ß\\S/Gs, Mils + II dß\\s/Gs)-
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Therefore, a differential form n*ß belongs to the image of § if and only if

there exists a differential form a satisfying

(i)a, ß£Q*(B-ZB)        are liftable forms,

(ii) a, ß £ F9j.Q*   , for each exceptional stratum 5 with dim S =

n-k,
(iii) ß £ Ffl._iQ* _,,„,„   ,     for each fixed stratum S with dimS = n - k <

\\à\\s/Gs < Qk and « - 4

\\dà + ë A ß\\s/Gs <qk

(iv) ß\s/Gs = 0 for each fixed stratum S with dim S — n - 2.

The relations r < q and rk_x <qk-l,fox k > 4, imply that J^*(B, dB)

is a subcomplex of Im § (taking a = 0). Moreover we have

Proposition 3.1.7. The inclusion 3i7*(B, dB) <-+ Im/ induces an isomorphism

in cohomology.

Proof. We consider several cases

(1) B = V x c(S'/Gs) and Gs # S1 . We have JÇ(B, dB) = JÇ(B)
and Im/ = 9£?(B). The result comes from the fact that B is a homological

manifold.

(2) B = Vxc(S'/Gs), Gs = SX , and /> 1. We have Jf/(B, dB) = JTT*(B)
and therefore

W(JTT*(B,dB))^\yIQ
w(s'/Gs) ifj<n,

(see §§3.1.2 and 3.1.3).
On the other hand, remark that we can change in (iii) the form ë by the

(pullback of the) Euler form ë of 4*5 (see (7)). Since the operators used in

§§3.1.2 and 3.1.3 preserve the form ë we get, following the same procedure

used there, the isomorphisms

H* (im ¿\ £* H* (im I: /J^(cS') -> Sl—l(c(Sl -I^i)/Gs)\

* H*({ß £jfJ((S' /Gs)x]~ I , l[)/3a £3fJ+x((Sl /Gs)x]- I , l[)

satisfying

(a) a = ß = 0 on (S'/Gs - ZSVg,) * {0} if j>rl +2,

(b)da + eAß = dß = 0     on (S'/Gs - Zs,/Gs) x {0} if j = r, + 1, and

(c) d'à = a and ct*£ = 0    on (S'/Gs - Zs//Gs) x {0}})

s /F" ({y? e X¡(S'/Gs)/3a £ JT-J+](S'/Gs) satisfying

(a) a = ß = 0   if ;' > r¡ + 2, and

(b)da + eAß = dß = 0   if; = f7+l}).

These calculations imply directly

W(S'/Gs)   if j<n,

■/)"{
7/M Im ,

0 if ; > r, + 2.
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Consider now a cycle ß in J^'+x(Sl/Gs) with da + s A ß = 0, for some

a £ JC'+2(S'/Gs). Since the action 4/s has not fixed points, the map

f\[e}: Hr>+x(<%f(S'/Gs)) -> Hr'+\^-*(Sl/Gs))

is a monomorphism (see §3.1.1). Thus, there exists y £ JC'(S'/GS) with dy =

ß . This implies the vanishing of Hr'+I (Im/) and therefore the isomorphism

H*(\m§)*éH*L%riB,dB)).

(3) B = V x c(S'/Gs), Gs = S1, and / = 1. We have B = V x [0, 1[ and
therefore Im/ = JÇ(B, dB) = {liftable forms} n Q*(5, dB).

(4) General case. Same procedure followed in §3.1.5(5)).    A

We arrive at the main result of this work.

Theorem 3.1.8. Let <P: S1 x M -> M ¿>e a« aci/o« o/ S1 on a manifold M.
For each perversity r - (0, 0, 0, r5, r6, ... ) there exists a long exact sequence

••• - W(M) i IHÍ-X(M/SX, d(M/Sx)) M IHig((M - F4)/Sx)

^H'+X(M)^---

where

(a) / is the integration along the fibers of the projection n: M —> M/S1,

(b) F+2 = (0, l,2,r5 + 2,r6 + 2,...),
(c) F4 is the union of'4-codimensional connected components of the fixed point

set of O, and
(d) [e]£lHl((M-F4)/Sx) is the Euler class of O.

Proof. Consider the perversity q = (0, 1, 2, 2, r5 + 2, r6 + 2, ... ). The short
exact sequence

0 - Ker & -U I3t£{M) -i Im / -» 0

produces the exact long sequence

-► W(M) -¿-> //'-' (im ^ -i- HM (Ver ^ -!l» Hi+X(M) - • • •

(see (10) and Proposition 2.2.6). The connecting operator of the sequence is

defined by S[ß] = [n*(e A ß)]. The result now comes from Propositions 3.1.5

and 3.1.7.    A

Corollary 3.1.9. Let í>: S1 x M —► M 6e a« action of S1 o« a manifold M.
If the codimension of the fixed point set is at least 5, we get the following exact
sequence

-► Hl(M) -i-+ H'-X(M/SX) -^-L IH±+X(M/SX) -£-* Hi+X(M) -► ••• .

Proof. By hypothesis we have F4 = 0 and dM/Sx = 0. Applying Theorem

3.1.8, for r = 0, and [4, p. 153] the result follows,    £

3.1.10. Remarks. (1) The sequence (12) does not degenerate necessarily in (9).

In fact, consider S2/+1 the unit sphere of C/+1, where the product induces the

action 4*: S1 x S2/+1 -» S2/+1. Identify S2/+2 with the suspension ZS2/+1 =
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S2/+1x[-l, l]/{S2/+1x{l},S2/+1x{-l}}. Consider the action <ï>: SxxS2l+2 ^

S2l+2 defined by *(0, [x, t]) = [V(9, x), t]. If / > 2 then d(S2l+2/Sx) =

F4 = 0 and the sequence (12) becomes

-► H'(S2l+2) -» //'-'(ZCP') -» //f|+1(ZCP/) -» ///+1(S2/+2) -*•••.

On the other hand, the sequence (9)

-► /F(S2/+2) -» //'"'(ZCP') -» tf/+,(ICP/) -» /F+1(Si/+2) -► • • •

cannot be exact, therefore it is different from (12).

For / = 1 we get

-> H'(S4) -» //'"'(S3) -> Hl+X(S2) -♦ /F/+1(S4) -»...,

and for / = 0 we obtain

••• - H'(S2) - //'"'([O, 1], {0, 1}) - /F<+1([0, 1]) - /F'+1(S2) -, ••• .

(2) Up to a nonzero factor, the Euler class of <£> does not depend on the

choice of the good metric. Indeed, let pi and p2 be two good metrics of M.

Suppose first that <9(M/S') = 0. For r = 0 we obtain from the two Gysin

sequences

H°(M/SX)   ^le"j] ) IH\((M - F4)/Sx) -£-> H2(M),        7 = 1,2.

The space H°(M/SX) is a dimension one, then, by exactness, dimKerTT* < 1

and Im(/\[^,]) = Kern* = Im(/\[eß2]). Now, there exists X £ R - {0} such

that [eMl] = k[e„2].

If ^(M/S1 )/0we get the above result for M/S1 -d(M/Sx ). Now it suffices

to apply the isomorphism IH±(M/Sl) 3 IH±(M/SX - d(M/Sx)), induced by

restriction, to get the result.
In particular, the fact that the Euler class of <P with respect to the metric p

vanishes does not depend on the choice of the good metric p .
(3) If the action Q> has not fixed points, we obtain two exact sequences

H'(M) -A //'"'(M/S1) -i-^A H'+l(M/Sl

H'(M) -i H'-X(M/SX) -^ Hi+X(M/Sx)

The first is (12) and the second one is given by [8]. Here F denotes the Euler

form associated to a global invariant riemannian metric on M. The same

argument used in (2) shows that [e] and [E] axe that there exists X £ R - {0}

such that [e] = k[E].

3.2. Vanishing of the Euler class. Consider O an almost free action on a

compact manifold M. The Euler class [e] £ H2(M/SX) vanishes if and only

if there exists a locally trivial fibration T : M —► S1, whose fibers are transverse

to the orbits of 4> (see [7, 8]).
We show now that if the action í> has fixed points, the vanishing of the Euler

class [e] £ IHl((M - F4)/Sx) has also a geometrical interpretation, for that we

need some preliminary results.
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Lemma 3.2.1. If the Euler class of <t> vanishes then the codimension of Ms is

at most two.

Proof. Let S be a fixed stratum on M. Since the Euler class of O vanishes

then the Euler class of 4^ also vanishes. From §3.1.10(3) and [8, §4.3] we

deduce Hx(Sl) ¿ 0 and therefore 1=1.    A

Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose that M is compact and the codimension of Ms is two.

There exist a compact manifold M, an almost free action <J>: S1 x M —> M and

a commutative diagram

M

:vvV
M-=í-y M

where

(i)  =§m is an equivariant differentiable map,

(ii) the restriction of S'm  to each connected component of C  of M -

J¿fj¿x(Ms ) is a diffeomorphism, and

(iii) the adherence C is manifold with boundary J^~'(MS').

There also exist two good metrics p and p, of M and M respectively, such

that J?Ûp = p,on M-5?-xCLM).

Proof. For the first part we proceed as in §4.1.1, taking Ms   instead of Mm_¡_i .

For the second one we remark that the set of fixed points Ms   has a neigh-

borhood on M which is diffeomorphic to Ms  x D2. The restriction of the

above diagram to this neighborhood becomes

Ms' x S>:

-2b

where

Ms  xS'x]- 1, 1[     ■*»    » Ms  xD

S?M(x,9,r) = (x,[9,\r\]),     5f~(x, 9, r) = (x , ^,(0), r),

SfM(x,9,r) = (x,{S?v(9),\r\])

and -S|i : S1 —» S1 is a trivial covering.

Out of that neighborhood we take p the restriction of a good metric of M

and p = ¿f/^p ■ Inside we consider:  p = v + Jz^* d9 + dr2, p = v + d9 + dr2

and p - v + d9 + dr2 where v is a riemannian metric on Ms , d9 is an

invariant metric on S1 and dr2 is the canonical metric on ] - 1, 1[. It is easy

to see that they satisfy the given conditions.    A

Lemma 3.2.3. Suppose that the codimension of Ms' is two. The Euler class of <P

and the Euler class of <[>' : S1 x (M - Ms ) —> (M - Ms ) vanish simultaneously.

Proof. The orbit space M/S1 is a homological manifold with boundary

Ms /S1 .   Thus, the inclusion  (M - Ms )/S' ^ M/S1   induces an isomor-
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phism H*((M - MS'VS1) = H*(M/SX). We have finished, because the Euler
class of <P' is the restriction of the Euler class of O, for a good metric.    A

A singular foliation !7 (see [11]) on M is said to be transverse to O if for

each point x £ M - Ms' the leaf of !F and the orbit of <t> passing through

x, are transverse.

Theorem 3.2.4. Let O: S1 x M -> M be an action of S1 on a compact manifold

M. The following statements are equivalent :

(a) the Euler class [e] £ IHj((M - F4)/S') vanishes, and

(b) there exists a singular foliation transverse to O, whose restriction to M -

Ms   is a locally trivial fibration over S1.

Proof. If there are no fixed points, the result was already proved in [8, §4.1],

by means of §3.1.10(3). Then, we can suppose Ms ^ 0 .

(a) => (b) Take p and p the metrics given by Lemma 3.2.2. Since -2^//. = p.

we get &¿[e\ = [<?] and therefore [<?] = 0. By §3.1.10(3) and [8, §4.1], there

exists a locally trivial fibration T: M -> S1 transverse to the fibers of Ô.

Let C be a connected component M -¿f^x(Ms ). It is easily checked that

the distribution LSfM)» (Ker T* n TC) is locally of finite type, therefore it defines

a singular foliation & (see [8, pp. 185-186]). By §3.2.2(ii), the foliation & is

transverse to G>. So, it remains to verify that the restriction of & to M - Ms

is defined by a locally trivial fibration over S1.

Since the restriction SCm : C —> (M - Ms ) is a diffeomorphism it suffices

to show that T: C -> S1 is a locally trivial fibration. Take a fiber A of T

we get M = A x [0, 1]/ ~, where (x, 0) ~ (f(x), 1), for a diffeomorphism

/: A —» A. The fibration T becomes T([x, t]) = e2n" and the action is

tangent to the [0, l]-factor. Since C is invariant, there exists a submanifold

A0 c A, invariant by /, such that C = A0 x [0, 1]/ ~ . This finishes the proof.

(b) => (a) We show first that the codimension of Ms is two. Let S be

a fixed stratum of <P. The locally trivial fibration given by (b) is defined by

a closed differential form. Since S' is an invariant submanifold of M - Ms

then the restriction of the above form defines a locally trivial fibration on S'

transverse to 4/s (see [12]). From [8, §§4.1 and 4.3] we deduce that the Euler

class of 4*s vanishes, and therefore 1=1.

Consider on M-Ms an equivariant riemannian metric v suchthat: (i) the

leaves of & and the orbits of O are orthogonal, and (ii) v(X, X) = 1. Thus,

the associated characteristic form * is a cycle. That is, the Euler class [E] (in

the sense of [8]) of <D':S' x(M-Ms') - (M-Ms') vanishes. By §3.1.10(3),

the Euler class [e'] of O' also vanishes. Now we apply Lemma 3.2.3.    A

As in [8, §§4.3 and 4.4], we obtain

Corollary 3.2.5. Under the conditions of the previous theorem, if B has no bound-

ary and Hx (M) = 0 then the Euler class of O is nonzero.

Proof. If the Euler class of O is 0 then the action O is almost free (consider

§3.2.1 and dB = 0) and we can apply [8, §4.3].    A

The example §3.1.10(1), with 1 = 0, show that the hypothesis dB = 0 is

necessary.
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Corollary 3.2.6. Under the conditions of the previous theorem, if the Euler class of

O vanishes, then any equivariant unfolding M of M possesses a finite covering

of the form A x S1.

Proof. Let p be a good metric of M. The relation S?M\e] — [ë] imply the

Euler class of Ô vanishes. Therefore, M possesses a finite covering of the

form A x S1 (see [6]).    A

4. Appendix

The Appendix is devoted to the proofs of Propositions 1.1.6, 1.2.6, and

Lemma 2.3.2.

4.1. Proof of §1.1.6. The construction of the equivariant unfolding that we

exhibit now is the equivariant version of [ 1 ]. We need the two following lemmas.

Lemma 4.1.1. Suppose len(M) = / + 1 > 0. Then there exists a manifold M

supporting an action of G and a continuous equivariant map ¿m' M ^ M

such that:_
(a) len(M) < len(M),

(b) .2m : (M-^f^x(Mm_i_i)) -» (M-Mm_i_x) is a finite trivial differentiable
covering, and

(c) for each stratum S of dimension m-l-l, for each xo £ S and for each

Xq £ .¿^'(xo) there exists a commutative diagram

(13) ~¿M

U xS'x]- 1, 1[

el

^ —2— U x cS>

where

(i) %? c M and %f c M are neighborhoods of xo and xq respectively,

(ii) (U, tp) is a distinguished chart of a tubular neighborhood of S,

(iii) cp is a Gs-equivariant diffeomorphism, and

(iv) Q(x,9,r) = (x,[9,\r\]).

Proof. Let S? be the family of strata of M with dimension m-l-l . We

choose for each Sey a tubular neighborhood JVS - (^s, ?s, S, Dl+X ) as in

§1.1.2. Notice that the map \Jse^>ts'- Us€^^s -> Use^$ is equivariant. For

each S £S? consider

Ds = {x£ 9kl<Pix) = (n(x), [9, ±]), (U, <p) £ sé}.

It follows from §1.1.2(ii) that Use^ &s is a submanifold of M of codimension

1. The map

F-  ( U Ds) x(]-l,l[-{0})- \J(^s-S)
\se^     J ses*

defined by F(z, r) = cp~x(xs(z), [9, \r\]), where cp(z) = (xs(z), [9, %]), is a

two-fold equivariant differentiable trivial covering.
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^M(y) = i *
I F(z,

We define now ¿¿?M : M —> M

M is the quotient of \ [ M - (J S ] x {-1, 1}
sey

[J Ds\x]-l,l[

by the equivalence relation generated by

(x, /') ~ (z, r) iff |r| = jr and x = F(z, \r\),

ify = (x,j)£(M-{JS€^S)x{-l, 1},

|r|)   ify = (z,r)€(Use^ös)x]-l,l[.

The set M is a manifold supporting an action of G (taking the trivial action

on {-1, 1} and ] - 1, 1[ ). The map S'm is an equivariant function. By con-

struction len(M) = len(M)-l and the restriction of -2m to M-=2M"1(Mm_/_1)

is a finite trivial covering. This gives (a) and (b).

In order to check (c) we first notice that near S £ S? the map S'm becomes

-§£,: Dsx]- 1, l[-> Js defined by ^M(z, r) = F(z, \r\). Consider (U, <p)

a distinguished chart of Js with xo £ U and take % = x~l(U) and % =

&¿\%) which is ir~liU)nDs)x] - 1, 1[. They satisfy (i) and (ii).

Define the map y) by cp(z, r) = (xs(z), 9, r), where <p(z) = (is(z), [9, j]) ;

it is a Gs-diffeomorphism satisfying (iv).

Since the isotropy subgroup of any point of í¿ is included in G s we conclude

that the trace on ^ of the stratification defined by G is the stratification defined

by Gs . Therefore q> is an isomorphism, which gives (iii).    A

The equivariant unfolding is rigid in the following sense.

Lemma 4.1.2. Let Y: H x N —> A be a good action of a Lie group H over a

manifold N. The group H also acts on Ax/, where I is an interval of R,

by h'(x, r) = (h- x ,r). If -2^x/ : A x / —» A x / is an equivariant unfolding,

then there exists a commutative diagram

f

:i4)

Ax/

-SvVx

Ax/

where .2/V : A —> A is an equivariant unfolding of A and f is an equivariant

diffeomorphism.

Proof. By definition of equivariant unfolding the map -2/Vx/ locally looks like

the application:

(15) F x identity: J7xS'x]-l, 1[ xj -» U x cS' x J ,

where J c / is an interval (see §1.1.5). Notice that under (15) the map

q: N x I —> I, defined by q(y) = t for -2Arx/(y) = (x, t), becomes the projec-

tion on the ./-factor.
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Using (15) we can conclude:

• q is an equivariant submersion, and

• the restriction =2/vx/: f'(0)-*JVx {0} = A is an equivariant unfolding

of A.
The first property implies the existence of a commutative diagram like (14)

with J2atx/x identity: <7-1(0)x/—> Ax/ instead .2^ x identity : Ax/ —> Ax/.

Now, the second property finishes the proof.    A

4.1.3. Proof of §1.1.6. Assume inductively that the statement is true for any

good action of length smaller than len(M). Let J2m : M ^ M be the equivari-

ant map given by §4.1.1. Recall that len(M) < len(M), therefore by induction

there exists an equivariant unfolding J2~ : M ^ M. We consider the com-

position »2m = -2^-2m , which verifies §1.1.5(1) and (2). It remains to verify

(3).
Let Xo be a point of a nonregular stratum S and let xo be a point of

-2y'(xo). If Xo i Mm_¡_i we consider xo £ M with .Sm(xo) = x0 and we

apply the induction hypothesis to ¿fM. If xo £ Mm_¡_i we apply §4.1.1 and
we obtain the commutative diagram (13).

Defining ¿? = SfZx(%), we get (i) and (ii). Since cp is a Gs-equivariant iso-
M

morphism the composition ^=2- is a Gs-equivariant unfolding. By the previ-

ous lemma there exists a Gs-equivariant diffeomorphism y: U x S'x

] - 1, l[-> y such that cpSÉ'^y = identity x 3$ x identity. We take <p = y~x

which verifies (iii) and (iv).    A

4.2. Proof of §1.2.6. Let SPm'- M —> M be an equivariant unfolding of M
(see Proposition 1.1.6). Since .2m is equivariant it induces the continuous map

SCB: M/G = B -+ B defined by -Sß(7t(x)) = n&M(x). Then (a) and (b) hold.
In order to prove (c) assume inductively that the statement is true for any good

action of length smaller than len(M). In particular, for any nonregular stratum

S we have a commutative diagram

S' —£->   S'/Gs

(16) ^

S' —2-^ S'/Gs,

satisfying (a), (b), and (c).
Take y0 £ n(S), y0 £ S?B~x(yo), x0 = n(y0), and x0 = n(y0). Consider the

diagram (1) given by Proposition 1.1.6. We can choose the open set U small

enough to have

(1) V = n(U) is a neighborhood of yo , and
(2) a differentiable section rr of n: U —> V .

Define T = p'x(V) and ¥=2e~x(cr). We get (i) and (ii). Following the

same method used in the proof of Proposition 1.1.2 and using the equivariance

of -2m , we can write

T = 2,B-xp-x(V) = n^xn-xnx-xo(V)=2'-xx-xa(V)IGs.

•^'/Cç
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Since the restriction cp: 3^xx~xo(V) —> o(V)xS'x ]— 1, 1[ is a Gs-equivariant

diffeomorphism (see §1.1.5), it induces the homeomorphism  y/: 'V —► V x

S'/Gsx ] - 1, 1[. The map y/ satisfies (iii). Finally, for each ñ(x) £ 'V we

can write

Ry/n(x) = R{n x p x identity}^(x)    (definition of ylr),

= l\P<p(x) (see (16)),
= n<p3>M(x) (see(l)),
= y/n£?MÍx) (see §1.2.2),
= y/S?Bñ(x) (see (3)),

from which (iv) is satisfied.    A

4.3.   Proof of §2.3.2.    We prove this result for any good action, where we

suppose X = X = 0 if G¿SX.
Assume inductively that the statement is true for any good action such that

the length of the induced stratification is smaller than len(M). It suffices to

construct two riemannian metrics v and v , on M - Im and M respectively,

satisfying (b), (c), and (d); in this case the metrics

p = / <t>*gv   and   p. = / <!>*£>

(see [2, p. 304]), verify (a), (b), (c), and (d).
In order to get v and v we proceed in two steps:

(I) construction of two riemannian metrics v% and % on open sets of the

type ^ - Zm and % respectively (see (1)), satisfying (b), (c), (d) and
(II) pasting them by a partition of unity.

(I) Fix an open set ^ as in (1).   Consider J( and ^# two riemannian

metrics, on S'-Zg; and S' respectively, satisfying (a), (b), (c), (d) and invariant
by the structural group of 3^1 which exist by induction. By means of (U, cp)

we identify  (#\ ÏÏ, 2°M) with  (U x cS',   U x S'x] - I, l[, P).   Now we
distinguish two cases.

• S is a fixed stratum. We define v<¡¿ = pu + j£ + dr2 on í¿ — ~Lm and

% = i«i/ + ^ + dr2 on ^, where pv is any riemannian metric on U.

We check the properties (b), (c), and (d).

(b) P*v% = pu + -2g^ + dr2 = pu + J? + dr2 = ï>% .

(c) For each stratum R meeting % the fibers of 3m'- -S^"1 (i?) —> R are

included on the fibers of P. Notice that each of these fibers is G s -equivariantly

isometric to (S', J?). We use now the induction hypothesis.

(d) By construction.

• S is an exceptional stratum. The fundamental vectorfield X is trans-

verse to the S' x ] - 1, 1 [ factor. Thus, there exists a decomposition T% =

T(S' x ] - 1, 1 [ ) © E, where X is tangent to E. The map P induces a decom-

position T(% - Im) = T{(S' - Is,)x ]0, 1[} © E, where E is the subbundle

P„E. The vectorfield X is tangent to E. We define v<¡¿ = Jt + dr2 + pi and

% = Jf + dr2 + P*pi where pi is any riemannian metric on E . We need to

check properties (b) and (c).

4'"(b) P*vv = ^¿JK + dr2 + P*p\ = % .
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(c) The vectorfield X is orthogonal to the factor S' x ] - 1, 1 [ and then to

the fibers of .2m : =2^7 ' (R) —> R, for each stratum R meeting % .

(II) Let E = {%?} and E = {W} be coverings of M and M respectively

made up of open sets as in (I). Consider {v%, v<%}<%£= a family of riemannian

metrics satisfying (b), (c), and (d). Fix a partition of unity {f%: %( —> [0, 1]}

subordinated to S. Notice that the family {fa = fa&M'- % -* [0, 1]} is

a partition of unity subordinated to E. Define the riemannian metrics v =

Y^z.fv¿ví¿ °n M - Zm and v = Yjzfav% on M. It is easily checked that v

and v satisfy (b), (c), and (d).    A

Added in proof. Since then, we have learned about the work of K. Jänich, On

the classification of 0(n)-manifolds, Math. Ann. 176 (1968), 53-76. The equi-
variant unfolding constructed in the Appendix is the version without corners of

the desingularisation introduced in the above paper. So, we have the uniqueness

of this equivariant unfolding. In particular, Lemma 4.1.2 follows directly from

this fact.
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